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ABSTRACT
The adoption of Green ICT by business is far more than just the acquisition of low-carbon emitting solutions, green hardware and implementing software to switch-off computers in periods of inactivity. Although such changes are necessary actions, Green ICT is about a strategic business transformation in response to both markets and legislation because it is good for business. Such transformation requires a redefinition of business processes, a realignment of information exchange, integration of unified communication, and above all, changing the business model to align with evolving business trends and market opportunities. Beyond the marketing benefits that accrue to a business from the use of Green ICT, the adoption of Green ICT allows businesses to lower costs and improve service delivery, while simultaneously addressing environmental footprint. Operational gains and market opportunities are the business drivers to overcome the incumbency of replacing utility infrastructure and the knowledge worker assembly line that ICT provides to business. This chapter discusses aspects of the strategic business transformation associated with the adoption of Green ICT within businesses, including the significance of information exchange for green business operations.

INTRODUCTION
Although environmental issues are assuming a stronger focus within the business decision making process (Stern 2005 and Garnaut 2008), the adoption of Green ICT by business is far more than the “low hanging fruits” of acquiring low-carbon emitting solutions, green hardware and implementing software to switch-off computers in periods of inactivity (Australian Computer Society 2007). Green ICT is about a strategic business transformation in response to both markets and legislation, requiring a redefinition of business processes, a realignment of information exchange,
integration of unified communication and above all, changing the business model to align with evolving business trends and market opportunities.

For many businesses, ICT is a utility infrastructure and ICT is used and applied as an assembly line for knowledge worker (Sherringham 2005). To significantly change their environmental footprint, businesses need to address all of the issues around incumbency (e.g. time, scale, integration, cost, expectation), while supporting both existing and future requirements, e.g. accommodating carbon trading schemes.

For businesses to bring about a substantial change in their environmental footprints, a significant investment of time, money and resources is required because changes have to be accommodated within the needs of business as usual (allowing a business to survive) whilst adjusting to revised operations. For noticeable impacts upon environmental footprints to be seen, sizeable change in business processes and operations will often be required e.g. integration of information exchange to remove the need to share and transport paper across organisations (Sarantis 2002).

It is the ability to apply Green ICT solutions (Benson et al 2004) that lower costs or improve service delivery (yield Return on Investment), whilst reducing carbon footprint which will be the enabler of business. It is the strategic business transformation from Green ICT that is discussed further in this chapter.

**GREEN ICT WITHIN BUSINESS DRIVERS**

As discussed by Sherringham and Unhelkar (2008a), business responds to legislation, customers, market forces and costs (suppliers). Depending upon the nature of the business, the impact of changes in any of these areas can have major impacts on both the structure and dynamics of business.

Markets are often highly volatile and rapid response capabilities are the order of the day within business. Superimposed upon short-term markets are the longer-term trends that often require major business changes and restructuring to address. Therefore, Green ICT is set to play a key role in both the tactical short-term and in transforming businesses in the longer-term.

Customers often respond “in-the-now” (respond instantly and on an emotional basis) and bring significant influence to short-term actions within markets. The role of Green ICT for business in customer-terms lies in two key areas. Firstly the marketing power of green-credentials for a business (discussed earlier by Ginsbert and Bloom, 2004) and secondly as a tool for driving change to realise lower costs and improved customer service.

Though several elements impact the costs for business, it is the services from suppliers on both expenses and cost of goods that are of substantial impact on operations. When compared with customers, suppliers tend to be in a long-term relationship with a business. This relationship can offer opportunities to realise cost savings and improve services through the integration of systems. Green ICT can also be used as a tool for business optimisation and for lowering costs and improving service delivery through integration of operations, the electronic sharing of information and sharing common operational platforms.

Changes to government legislation are often infrequent, but when they do occur, the impact may be very significant, with considerable work in the areas of governance, audit, reporting and compliance regularly resulting. Given the timeframes involved around the implementation for and compliance with legislation, business is often faced with the need to implement tactical solutions to meet immediate needs, which may then become the incumbent or are replaced by longer-term solutions. Green ICT can be used to deliver both tactical solutions for businesses to
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